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Audix adds character for
vocalists
LIVE SOUND LIGHTING RECORDING INSTALLATION AV BROADCAST POSTPRODUCTION March–April 2022
vocals, for voiceovers or
spoken word, the US-based
manufacturer claims that
the A231 offers a rich tone
that blends “low-end power
and high-end detail with
a warm but controllable
proximity effect and a high
end that is crystal-clear, yet
free of artefacts”.
The cardioid polar pattern
provides smooth off-axis
response over a 128dB
dynamic range, making the
A231 a suitable model for
capturing acoustic instruments.
With a 140dB maximum SPL, the
condenser can handle a kick drum,
while the low 12dBA equivalent
noise level permits its use on
delicate sources including upright bass
and strings. With no high-end harshness
to mar the sound of cymbals, the A231
can be positioned on drum overheads and
used for spot miking.

RIPPING UP THE RULES
UAE pulls out all the stops for its 50th anniversary

www.audixusa.com

Neumann.Berlin enters close
miking market
MICA (P) 010/05/2021

INSIDE IRIS DUBAI
REMOTE CONTROLLING APEX

VISION BEYOND
AUDIO AT SAE
pianos, drums and percussion.
A self-adjusting, spring-loaded
system together with the latest

www.proavl-mea.com

applications minimise the damage of
sensitive surfaces. Thanks to connection
MICA (P) 010/05/2021
cables with either aSingapore:
3.5mm jack,
Lemo, MicroDot or four-pin mini XLR
connectors, the system is compatible
with all standard bodypacks for
wireless setups.
www.neumann.com

TeamConnect Intelligent Speaker
Optimised for Microsoft Teams Rooms

Outline puts acoustics to the test
DESIGNED IN collaboration with the
Department of Mechanical and Industrial
Engineering at Brescia University, Outline has
unveiled the GSR (Globe Source Radiator) to
assist in the testing of acoustic insulation of

The design combines a spherical
enclosure with an Ergal aluminium
inner structure that houses 12 5-inch
neodymium-magnet transducers and is

the external environment, plus the acoustic
properties of any internal space where sonic
performance is important. The GSR is also

response. The Italian manufacturer
states that the GSR is also the only truly
spherical device of its type available
today, with its globe design reportedly

and commercial settings, since numerous
essential acoustic parameters may be
derived from measurements made using it
as a sound source. The GSR can determine
Clarity Indices (C50, C80), Intelligibility
Indices (AlCons, STI, RASTI), Reverberation
Time (RT60), Early Decay Time (EDT),
and Intensity (G). It is also fully ISO10140,
ISO354, ISO3382 and DIN 52210 compliant.

necessary cables, a transportation bag
and a set of mounting accessories,
providing a portable setup ready for
immediate deployment. A dedicated
self-powered subwoofer kit is also
available and is

suitable for applications
where measurements of
low-frequency data are
required.
www.outline.it

other anomalies caused by non-spherical
radiators, which can compromise the
accuracy of data measurement. The GSR
is capable of producing a maximum SPL of
over 130.3dB.
The device is available as part of a
complete user-ready kit, comprising a GSR,
an NG01 Noise Generator, a compact
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